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From the East
Brethren,
If the there be any truth to the expression that busy
people are happy people, then this lodge must be counted among the
most satisfied in Freemasonry. The extensive charitable and
fraternal liveliness is a healthy indicator of the vitality of this
lodge. And you make this happen every week.
We are still involved in the Dream Center and the child
identification outreach.

We have been very active in lodge

visitation, ritual education, indispensable support of the appendant
bodies and their activities and growth and assistance with junior
branches of Masonry (DeMolay & Rainbow/Raindrops).

You have

proven to me time and again that you believe that Freemasonry is
not static but a dynamic group of ever-growing and expanding
horizons.
Our fundraising adventures continue and we could always use
help there for the good of the lodge. We have kept our eye on the
ball by carefully selecting worthy candidates – men of honor and
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good social standing. Our numbers keep growing. We look to be
awarded the Grand Master’s Award again. And with your help, we

will succeed in all these laudable undertakings!
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Fraternally,
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From the Secretary

James F. Jones, PM

Temple Board Representatives Report to the Members of Evansville Lodge #64 ~ 6/25/2012
Brethren,
There has been recent activity regarding the Masonic Temple which deserves review and clarification.
Your Temple board had been diligently working since before 2000 to determine the future of our
Temple Building. This effort was thorough and resulted in the decision to recommend putting the
building up for sale, a decision which was supported by the Board members and confirmed by the
Lodges. On advice of realtors it was subsequently offered for $149,900.00.
At our May 2012 Stated Meeting our Lodge voted to accept an offer to purchase the building in
the amount of $100,000.00. However Reed #316 and Lessing #464 voted to reject this offer. Thus the
offer was not accepted. The Temple Board also altered the Sales listing by raising the asking price to
$275,000.00. The temple is still listed and will likely be sold soon.
Historic Data
The decision to vacate the building was made following research which confirmed the
following. Plans were not originally put in place to build a fund to maintain and update the facility.
This should have been done upon opening the facility or at least when membership was climbing, like
after WW II. While occasional ‘fixes’ were made, the overall condition of the building deteriorated.
Changing factors show us that during the 1970s and probably not later than 1980, the ‘tipping point’
was passed and the combination of dwindling membership and excessive cost of needed repairs make
it financially unfeasible to keep the building.
The Problems
The condition of the building was determined by employing Three I Engineering, who
conducted a thorough team investigation. This included their estimate of the cost of bringing the
building back into useful and manageable condition. The cost at that time was 1.2 million dollars. A
number which now, two years later, can be expected to have become closer to 1.5 million dollars.
Included in this estimate (but not limited to) are replacement of the roof, replacement of the windows
and tuck pointing, all items going to the stability of the structure. Next came the mechanical upgrades
to the Heating and A/C system along with Electric and plumbing improvements. At that point we
would have been well over half of the estimate and without addressing improvements to the aesthetics
of the interior.
However, building condition is only part of the problem. There are now under 1800 Masons
residing in the Lodges of the building, down from 8000+ in mid-century. Yet, the building has over
30,000 square feet of working floor space, which is at least three times the space needed. Further, due
to the high ceilings there are over 200,000 cubic feet of excess space above a standard ceiling height to

be heated and air-conditioned, an expense which can only go up. Now the diminished number of
Masons identifies the more serious and ongoing dilemma: how high will dues have to go solely to pay
for the utilities? Add to that the ongoing operational expenses. And don’t forget to consider the
thorny issues of long-term maintenance – after all, it is still a one hundred-year-old building.
Further, when the building was erected there were still horse drawn wagons on the streets and
cars were not only a rarity but also used mostly for special purposes. The city was gathered around
the downtown area. People walked. Parking was not an issue for years. This is no longer the case.
Moreover, the neighborhood of the building is still in decline, witness Welborn closing and then
being sold to Kunkel Group for $10.00 – yes, ten dollars! The Church across the way (2nd & Walnut)
has vacated their property for a more suitable setting and we are informed that the near half city block
was purchased for $87,000.00. It is unclear whether the Scottish Rite can long endure in its location
(for the same reasons) and the Shrine has long held the desire to leave the downtown location.

These are the facts of the matter and they are not in dispute.
Conclusion
Vacating the building is the financially responsible and recommended move. The long term
existence of Freemasonry in Evansville will depend on it. It is therefore the recommendation of your
representatives to the Temple Board that Evansville Lodge continue the pursuit of building our treasury
and diligently seeking an avenue to relocate. We would seek a single floor site with easy access and
visibility, green space to support family activities and perhaps fund raising efforts, i.e., a site which will
put the face of Freemasonry out in public in a building of more useful and manageable size. This can
be accomplished for far less than 1.5 million dollars.
As identified it seems prudent to put in place a Deed Restriction preventing use of the building
for activities which might denigrate the reputation of the Fraternity; it might also be restricted from
uses having to do with adult entertainment. De-identifying the building might be a simple solution to
this question.
There have been changes among the brothers who comprise the Temple Board and some
missed the arduous labor of the decision making process and would like to revisit the idea of
renovating the building. We defend the right of any Lodge to tie their future to a building, even if it
results in financial havoc. We are inclined to expect the same consideration; however, for the reasons
mentioned, we cannot recommend that Evansville #64 pursue that path at 301 Chestnut Street.
Masons have been Raised for centuries around an Altar with the Three Great Lights and
Brothers at hand. Be it high hill or low dell, may it ever be so.
Sincerely and fraternally,
Temple Board Representative Jim Jones PM

The Lewis Jewel

What is a lewis? The word "lewis" denotes strength, and is depicted by certain pieces of metal
dovetailed into a stone, which forms a clamp, and enables the operative Mason to raise great weights to
certain heights with little encumbrance, and to fix them in their proper bases. This implement was known to
the Romans and several were taken from old ruins and are now in the Vatican.

A working lewis or iron clamp

Lewis, likewise, denotes the son of a Mason; his duty is to bear the heat and burden of the day, from
which his parents, by reason of their age, ought to be exempt; to help them in time of need, and thereby
render the close of their days happy and comfortable; and his privilege for so doing is to be made a Mason
before any other person, however dignified.
In the days of operative Masonry, it was a great source of pride when a son followed in his father's
footsteps and was Entered as an Apprentice, his name “entered” on the roll, and thereby admitted to the
Lodge. To study his father's skills and learn to use his father's tools were manifest expressions of the greatest
honor and esteem a son could play. It was common to carry on the tradition through several generations in
the same family. The son of a Mason in England is called a "lewis” because it is his duty to support and aid his
father. The only way this can be accomplished is through Strength. The term “lewis” comes to us from old
French meaning “any contrivance for lifting.” Thus, a son of a Mason is termed a lewis as he supports his
father.
The Lewis Jewel may be worn by a Mason, if, at the time of his Initiation, his father was a Mason in
good standing. The initiate of a deceased father - in good standing at the time of his death - would also qualify.
The jewel is suspended from two chains with two bars. The upper bar contains the name of the father and the
date of his initiation. The lower bar contains the name of the son and date of his initiation. The Jewel comes in
a wallet with a pocket holder.

The Lewis Jewel has been in use in England and other Jurisdictions under the United Grand Lodge of
England for many decades to honor a new Mason's father. The jewel has also been adopted in the
Jurisdictions of Vermont, Texas, Massachusetts, Virginia, Connecticut and perhaps others in the United States
and is offered throughout Canada.
In Indiana, the Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons of Indiana instituted the Lewis Jewel Program to
help stimulate interest in Freemasonry and to make members of the Craft aware of Royal Arch Masonry in
Indiana.
For specific requirements, please use this link:
http://indianaroyalarchmasons.com/documents/Lewis%20Qualifications.pdf
For an application, please use this link:
http://indianaroyalarchmasons.com/documents/Lewis%20Award.pdf

From the South

B

rethren, the design of the Masonic Institution is to make its members wiser, better, and consequently
happier. This doesn't magically happen during the majesty of the three degrees. Exhilarating as they
are in their lessons, scope and performance, there is such an abundance of great and important
material that one can scarcely take it in during that overwhelming ceremony. So how does Freemasonry make
its members wiser, better and happier. How did we as Masons go about building that celestial edifice and
heavenly abode?
We do this by following that sage advice pronounced in the Entered Apprentice Charge, by conversing with
well informed brethren. It is by spending time with each other, performing good works outside ourselves and
maintaining an attitude of service that we make good men better. Sure, not all of us are amazing ritualists or
comfortable performing in a public speaking setting, nor do we desire to be. As mentioned earlier in this
newsletter by the Worshipful Master, Evansville #64 has been busy at work providing ample opportunities to
give of yourselves in an effort to make yourself or another brother better and happier. We are providing
numerous ways to improve yourself, help others improve themselves and to let it be your share to hear from
the One who sitteth as the Judge Supreme "Well done, good and faithful servant. Enter now into the joys of
thy Lord."
~Joey Weigant, Junior Warden

Ladies Night at the Log Inn
Wednesday - October 24th at 5:30 PM.
Your cost is $25.00 a couple.
The lodge will pay for the remainder of the meal.
Send your reservation and money to the lodge secretary.

The Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite - Valley of Evansville – is the proud sponsor of a Masonic One
Day Class

Saturday, October 20, 2012
Host:
Sponsor:
Place:
Time:

Evansville Masonic Lodge #64
Evansville Valley of the A.A.S.R.
Evansville Masonic Temple located at 301 Chestnut Street, Evansville, IN
Registration 7:15 - 8:15
Temple Opens 7:00
 $6.00 Breakfast 7:00

Degree Schedule: Entered Apprentice
Fellow Craft
Lunch
Master Mason

(prepared by Lessing Lodge #464) 
8:30 AM
10:45 AM
12:45 PM
1:30 PM

Posey County Scottish Rite Club
First Capitol Scottish Rite Club
Prepared by Scottish Rite
Lincoln Land Scottish Rite Club

All times listed are A.M. and Central Daylight ~ Please Plan Accordingly!*
All candidates should be accompanied by a Mentor. He should bring with him an Apron and a
Bible. If possible, please have preliminary instructions completed before arrival. A brother will
be available for this, if needed. If needed, please arrive by 7:30 AM. Preferred attire of the day
will be suit and tie or sport coat and tie. If not available, a collared shirt and slacks are
appropriate.
N.B. Petitions for new candidates must be read at your stated meeting(s) in August or September or three (3) weeks before your
October stated meeting and voted on no later than your October stated meeting. This One Day Masonic Class will work well for any
candidate or brother who has not completed his degrees, bringing him fully into the Craft. It is also an excellent opportunity to bring
men into the Fraternity who are leaving for active duty service.

*All three degrees will be presented in full including all lectures.

“The Last Full Measure”
HISTORIC RE-ENACTMENT!
DRAMATIC PERFORMANCE!
INSPIRING ENTERTAINMENT!
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6:00 P.M. LIGHT DINNER
SCOTTISH RITE THEATRE
203 Chestnut Street  Evansville, Ind.
Step back in time for a short visit with our 16th president. Watch with us,
as Mr. Lincoln, for no obvious reason, decides to reach out and assist with
the needs of a dying young “enemy” soldier. See how his one little act of
kindness begins to weave that tiny thread of Masonic charity,
allowing it to work its’ magic of bringing brothers back
together as family, even in times of war.

Global

Lodges

Short History of Masonry in Japan
The Masonic Fraternity was introduced to Japan in much the same way as it was to other
countries - by means of a military travelling Lodge. Sphinx Lodge No. 263, under charter from
the Grand Lodge of Ireland, and attached to the 20th Regiment of Foot (Lancashire Fusiliers)
came to Yokohama, Japan in 1864. Sphinx Lodge, while in Japan, accepted several members of
the resident foreign community and these newly made Masons, along with those who had
already been members of other lodges, decided to petition the Grand Lodge of England for a
Lodge Charter. In 1865, their petition was approved and, on June 26, 1866, the first meeting of
Yokohama Lodge No. 1092 was held. From this beginning, the following bodies were formed
prior to World War II:
* Six Craft Lodges and A District Grand Lodge Under the United Grand Lodge of England
* Three Craft Lodges Under the Grand Lodge of Scotland
* Mark Lodges
* Royal Arch Chapters
* Scottish Rite Bodies
From 1941 to 1945, Masonic activity was dormant in Japan, and in the early post-war period,
only one of the English and two of the Scottish. Lodges were reactivated.
Following the organization of several Masonic Clubs by the occupation forces, the Grand Lodge
of the Philippines began to charter Lodges in Japan and Okinawa.
The Fraternity was made available to Japanese Nationals for the first time, and soon the ritual
was translated into the Japanese language. The building and land that were to be the forerunners
of the new Tokyo Masonic Center was purchased and occupied. Soon, yet another Grand Lodge
was to be represented in Japan. Sinim Lodge which had been operating in the city of Shanghai,
China, with a charter from the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, was reactived in Tokyo in 1952.
The various Lodges and appendant bodies enjoyed considerable growth and prosperity, and, by
1954, a District Grand Lodge for Japan was approved by the Grand Lodge of the Philippines.
In early 1957, a resolution was passed within Moriahyama Lodge No. 7, calling for all Lodges in
Japan chartered by the Grand Lodge of the Philippines to a convention to consider the formation
of an independent Grand Lodge of Japan. By March of 1957, fifteen Lodges had approved the
resolution, a constitution had been drafted, prospective Grand Lodge officers had been elected,
and a delegation had been formed to attend the Annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of
the Philippines to request recognition for the newly formed Grand Lodge of Japan.
Although the desired recognition was to wait a time, when the delegates returned to Tokyo, the

newly independent Grand Lodge of Japan proceeded to issue charters to its constituent Lodges,
and sought the recognition of other Grand Lodges throughout the world.
As the years passed, the number of constituent Lodges under the Grand Lodge of Japan increased
to twenty; and, by 1972, there were 4,766 members on the rolls. But, after 1972, the Grand
Lodge of Japan began experiencing the trend that faced a large proportion of the worldwide
fraternity of Masons - - a gradual reduction of members and the consolidation of Lodges. By
December 1980, total membership was reduced to 3,743, and the number of Lodges to eighteen.
Presently, the Grand Lodge of Japan enjoys recognition from 132 other Grand Lodges, or nearly
all of the regular Grand Lodges throughout the world. The Grand Lodge and its constituent
Lodges have had various individual and combined charity and community programs disaster relief
drives, a Grand Lodge Sight Assistance Program, wheelchair campaigns for the benefit of the
crippled, and the favorite of many, an annual Children's Festival sponsored in the spring of each
year by the Grand Lodge of Japan. Appendant body programs are equally active, and include the
Crippled Children Program of the Shrine, the Knight Templar Eye Foundation, and - the heralded
educational program and aphasia program of the Scottish Rite.

POfficers of Yuai Lodge #11 with the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Japan
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